MINOR CHANGE APPROVAL
10048734

This Minor Change Approval is issued by EASA, acting in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 216/2008 on behalf of the European Community, its Member States and of the European third countries that participate in the activities of EASA under Article 66 of that Regulation and in accordance with Commission Regulation (EC) No. 748/2012 to

BECKER AVIONICS GmbH
BADEN AIRPARK, BUILDING B 108
77836 RHEINMUENSTER
GERMANY

and certifies that the change in the type design for the product listed below with the limitations and conditions specified meets the applicable Type Certification Basis and environmental protection requirements when operated within the conditions and limitations specified below:

Original Type Certificate Number : SEE EASA APPROVED MODEL LIST
Type Certificate Holder : SEE EASA APPROVED MODEL LIST
Type Design - Model : SEE EASA APPROVED MODEL LIST

Description of Design Change:
Replacement of Becker Avionics radios with similar units of Becker Avionics, but with 8,33 kHz functionality.

EASA Certification Basis:
CS-23 at Amdt. 3 and CS-22 at Amdt. 2 respectively elected to comply with.
The requirements for environmental protection and the associated certified noise and/ or emissions levels of the original product are unchanged and remain applicable to this certificate/ approval.

See Continuation Sheet(s)

For the European Aviation Safety Agency,

Date of issue: 03 April 2014

Note:
The following numbers are listed on the certificate:
EASA current Project Number: 00001569-001

MINOR CHANGE APPROVAL - 10048734 - BECKER AVIONICS GmbH
TE.TCCH.00083-003 - Copyright European Aviation Safety Agency. All rights reserved.
Associated Technical Documentation:
Installation in accordance with Master Document List, Becker Avionics document, MC1001-AR6201-MD, dated October 18, 2013;
Instructions for Continued Airworthiness, Becker Avionics document, MC1001.AR6201-ICA, dated March 05, 2014
or later revisions of the above listed documents approved by EASA

Limitations/Conditions:
None
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